STOP PRESS: SYDNEY BUSES NEWS
EXPLOSIVE NEW INFO ON RTBU OFFICIALS'
DIRTY DEAL WITH TWU
16/4/21
RTBU and its selling spree. RTBU Bus & Tram Division Heads Mr. David Babineau and Danny
Daggers have sold the region 6 OF SMBC to the TWU.
Both of them have been meeting with TWU from the end of 2018 as and when they both got into
the RTBU Redfern office they made a personal commitment to Bob Narva the National Secretary of
RTBU and future NSW ALP Secretary to let region 6 go to the TWU as then Bob Narva needed
TWU support to get into the NSW ALP Secretary position.
The region 6 delegates have been pushing them to do the rule change and once the 4 delegates
wrote to the National Secretary of the RTBU Mr. Bob Narva to do the rule change lodgement in
January 2019 not knowing that Bob Narva was behind the stalling of the rule change documents.
Everyone in the RTBU Redfern and Pitt Street are doubled faced as they need members' money to
survive to get into cushy positions within the NSW ALP.
The initial rule change documents done by Mr. Chris Preston failed in its wording with the FWC in
2020 as and when the decision was made by the Commissioner Mr. Saunders who did say that the
RTBU needed to change the wordings regarding new drivers and it be approved.
The rule change documents were then re-done and lodged again on 29/3/21.
BUT then came the STORM, Mr Mark 'Handshake' Diamond, the new RTBU National Secretary
who had made a handshake deal with TWU to let them have Region 6 and let the RTBU slowly die.
So Bob Narva can sleep in his ALP NSW bed with the funding from the RTBU and TWU members.
Mark 'Handshake' Diamond only met TWU once in his life time to make this deal and the deal was
always taken care of by David Babineau and Danny Jaggers.
Now the deal has been made BUT comes the big question who will go under the bus in the next
RTBU NSW State elections? For sure David Babineau and Danny Jaggers or also Alex Claassens?
I was based at Leichhardt and heard Zoggy blaming Mark 'Handshake' Diamond but not his two
buddies, David Babineau nor Danny Jaggers.
Thanks
Leichardt Depot Rank & Filer
PS Don't you think Jodi McKay should know about this deal?

